
  

   
 

Class: VI    Holiday Homework 2018

ENGLISH II 

Read L-1 and L-2 from your Supplementary Reader

Write the answers  as you have understood the  lesson.

The answers should not be one liners.

The answers should be written in a100 pages  notebook.

Submisssion date: 15/06/2018

Physics: Make a file and note down the measurement of the following:

a) Length & breadth of your study 

b) Length & breadth of your bed

c) Area of your room 

d) Area of your house

Find the amount of vegetables bought in your home for 1 week and write the total 

quantity of vegetables you use in that week.

Find all of your answers in |SI unit

Submission on 14/06/18 

 

Chemistry: Collect any 10 wrappers (food packet, medicine wrapper, cosmetics, 

detergents) and write down the name of chemicals present in each one of them. Stick the 

wrappers on chart paper. 

Submission on 13/06/18 

 

Biology: Collect at least 10 different leaves and identify and write down the pattern, 

structure, kind of venation, modification (if any) and paste them on chartpaper.

 Submission on 15/06/18 

 

History/Civics: Create your own civilization and provide the following information

which river is your civilization located, town planning,

people, recreation, food etc. You may provide any extra feature of your civilization.

Submission on 13/06/2018 
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2 from your Supplementary Reader 

you have understood the  lesson. 

The answers should not be one liners. 

The answers should be written in a100 pages  notebook. 

15/06/2018 

: Make a file and note down the measurement of the following: 

Length & breadth of your study table 

Length & breadth of your bed 

 

Area of your house 

Find the amount of vegetables bought in your home for 1 week and write the total 

quantity of vegetables you use in that week. 

Find all of your answers in |SI unit 

any 10 wrappers (food packet, medicine wrapper, cosmetics, 

detergents) and write down the name of chemicals present in each one of them. Stick the 

fferent leaves and identify and write down the pattern, 

structure, kind of venation, modification (if any) and paste them on chartpaper.

: Create your own civilization and provide the following information

iver is your civilization located, town planning, clothing, means of livelihood for the 

people, recreation, food etc. You may provide any extra feature of your civilization.
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Find the amount of vegetables bought in your home for 1 week and write the total 

any 10 wrappers (food packet, medicine wrapper, cosmetics, 

detergents) and write down the name of chemicals present in each one of them. Stick the 

fferent leaves and identify and write down the pattern, 

structure, kind of venation, modification (if any) and paste them on chartpaper. 

: Create your own civilization and provide the following information- on 

means of livelihood for the 

people, recreation, food etc. You may provide any extra feature of your civilization. 



Geography :Make a project on full size chart paper on the given topic. 

Imagine you are travelling to a new place with your parents. Think about the kind of 

information you will find about the place from a map and also make a plan for your tour. 

Submission date : 18/06/18 

 

 

Maths :Do the given project in file.  

1. Draw the following 3 D shapes and write vertices, edges, flat/curved faces of each 

shape.   1) cube  2) cuboid  3) cylinder  4) cone 5) sphere & 6) triangular pyramid. 

2. Make flat cut outs/nets of the following 3 D shapes & stick in the file. 

1) Cube  2) cuboid  3) cone  4) cylinder.  

Draw/stick atleast one example and write the properties of the given shapes. 

3. Learn tables from 12 to 20. 

Submission of Project :18/06/18 

 

 

COMPUTER : 

 

Q. 1 : Define  the following terms : 

 1) DNS 2) URL 3)BCC  4) Attachment  5) Mail server 

Q.2 : Give the fullforms : 

 a) .com b) cc  c) DNS d) URL  d) Email 

 (Do the homework in Computer CW) 

Date of Submission : 15/06/18 

 

ihNdIpiryaejnakayR : 

भारतकेराि�	 य�तीकोकंीएकसूिचतैयारकरते�एउनम�सेिक�ीदोकासिच�संि��मह�िल!खए। 

Date of Submission : 15/06/18 

 


